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NEW DELHI: India's food security law has global significance and it can inspire many countries to come up with similar legislation, a UN official said today.

The Union Cabinet yesterday approved implementation of the food security law through an ordinance to give 67 per cent of the population the right to highly subsidised foodgrains. India is home to 25 per cent of the world's hungry poor.

"It (the food law) has global significance," Olivier De Schutter, United Nations Special Rapporteur on the Right to Food, said here. "I believe it is an important movement for the right to food in India. It can inspire many countries to do the same thing."

De Schutter, who met Food Minister K V Thomas today, said other countries have made similar attempts but India's social welfare programme is the largest in the world because of the sheer size of its population.

Some countries that run social welfare programmes to provide food security may remove or stop them with changes in the government and fiscal conditions, he said.

"What this bill will do is it will protect as a legal right what otherwise are benefits given away as charity by the government. I think it is of great and symbolic significance," the official told reporters after meeting the Food Minister here.

Asked if food inflation would escalate with the procurement of grains by the government, he said, "The debate that the food law will have a huge cost must be put in the right perspective. The law has a fiscal cost and it also has a cost for consumers because..."
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CSIR is all set to launch its fastest supercomputer at India’s first ever big data science institute in Bangalore later this month.

Hot Young Creatives: Meet the under-30 stars of Indian advertising
They are the under-30 creative stars with a future brighter than a shiny gold Lion. And may we add bagging a spot on this list is no easy feat.

New ventures that build technology-based solutions to boost agriculture
A number of professionals like Kumar are turning to careers in agriculture, enticed by growing consumer demand and a shortage of quality produce.
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The mix of varied experience has helped Inme craft a twin revenue stream for the business. They work directly with schools, creating special learning programmes.

Why private universities are set to be the future of quality education in India
As students demand quality learning with a wider choice of subjects & an assurance of employability, pvt universities are promising that change.

Taxpayers are financing this programme.

To implement the law, the government will spend Rs 1,25,000 crore every year to supply 62 million tonnes of rice, wheat and coarse cereals.

"But the cost of not treating the hunger is immense and completely underestimated. There is no better investment for the country than to invest in its children," he noted.

The food programme will be implemented through the public distribution system (PDS). The biggest challenge is fixing pilferage in the PDS in states where poverty is more, according to Commission for Agriculture Costs and Prices (CACP) Chairman Ashok Gulati.

"The PDS leakage although has reduced significantly but it is still a concern," De Schutter said. "Certainly, they need to pay attention."

De Schutter noted that Chapter 9 of the food security bill has provisions for a grievance redressal mechanism.

"I am particularly interested in how the redressal grievance commission will function and how people should be informed about the new law," he added.

Schutter is preparing a report on world food security and is in India to study the country’s food law.
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